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Abstract

In this paper I model the effect of institutional design on ethnic identification in a setting in
which ethnicity is a strategic choice. I first provide an existence result for pure and mixed
strategy equilibria of a general form of the game. I then apply the model to a setting where in-
dividuals face a trade-off between ethnic and nationalistic identification. Predictions are made
about the types of groups that should be institutionally favored when the institutional goal is to
minimize the likelihood of ethnic identification and maximize the likelihood of identification
with the state.
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1 Introduction

Empirically, the formation of political attitudes has beenstrongly linked to the concept of group

identification. Classifications such as race, gender, religion and ethnicity have been shown to be

sharp predictors of many aspects of political life including who turns out to vote, how people

vote, and the issues that are important to people. Furthermore, many topics that are of interest

to political scientists, such as leadership, majority-minority relationships, and coalition formation,

are fundamentally group phenomena.

This paper explores the relationship between political institutions and group identification and

conflict. It is an important relationship because individual perceptions of institutional features

such as procedural justice and distributive equity have been shown capable of heightening or eas-

ing levels of intergroup conflict in certain circumstances.I begin with the observation that every

individual simultaneously belongs to a large collection ofgroups, and yet we all choose to asso-

ciate with some groups more than others. If these choices arepartly dependent on political context

then the questions of why we make associative choices and howthese choices affect our political

attitudes and preferences have important consequences forinstitutional design.

Grofman and Stockwell write “Those who hold out hope for democracy in plural societies are

virtually unanimous in their belief that institutional design is the key to avoiding disaster...”[8]

The drafters of the United States Constitution wrote of the need to design institutions that would

mitigate the problem of “factions.” Madison conceived of factions as:

... a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or minority of the whole,
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who are united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, ad-

verse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent andaggregate interests of the

community. [10]

Similarly, in recent times experts have been called upon to design political systems to help ame-

liorate ethnic rivalries and tensions. Playing in to the design of these systems are issues of repre-

sentation, legitimacy, political moderation and feasibility. For example, United Nations electoral

specialist Carina Perelli decided upon a single-district list system of proportional representation

for the first Iraqi legislative election in January of 2005. Perelli’s rationale was driven in large

part by concerns that the new system fully represent Iraq’s ethnic diversity while not aggravating

ethnic tensions. Perelli argued that a single district would reduce regional factions and tribalism

while allowing for the possibility of historically repressed and displaced communities of interest to

accumulate their votes. Issues of intergroup conflict are not only of relevance in newly emerging

democracies—these issues are also of concern in established democracies, many of which have

electoral laws to ensure that a certain percentage of legislative seats go to women or ethnic minori-

ties, and that ban extremist parties from fielding candidates.

In this paper I formally model the interplay between political institutions and the formation of

group identity and conflict. I first assume that each individual belongs to a fixed collection of

social groups. A group could, for example, consist of all individuals of a particular ethnicity,

religion, race, gender, class or nationality. Individualsmay choose whether or not toidentifywith

one or several of these groups. When an individual identifieswith a group he categorizes himself
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as a member of that group and defines himself in terms of the group’s perceived characteristics.

I specifically assume that when an individual identifies witha group he will exhibit favoritism

toward that group and care about the status of that group relative to certain other groups in society.

Underlying the model is the idea that every person has a latent collection of utility functions that

correspond to particular choices of identity, or self-categorization. For example, a person choosing

an identity based on religion may have very different preferences than if he had chosen an identity

based on nationality.

Political institutions affect an individual’s choice of group identity by determining how individ-

ual and group preferences are translated into states of the world. In other words, institutions make

certain groups better or worse off. Institutions in this model are parameterized in part as a distor-

tion between the voting weight each group is allotted and itssize relative to the total population.

This definition is in keeping with much of the literature on comparative electoral systems, which is

concerned largely with the proportionality profiles of different electoral rules. Highly proportional

systems minimize the distortion between the percentage of votes a group wins and the percentage

of seats it is allocated in parliament. Measures of proportionality such as the Gallagher index are

commonly used to evaluate different electoral systems, with the general finding that majoritarian

and plurality systems are the least proportional, and the list systems of proportional representation

the most proportional (although within the list systems there is considerable variation depending

upon the electoral quota or series of divisors used). Similarly, an increase in district magnitude

generally increases the proportionality of a system, and higher electoral thresholds decrease pro-

portionality.
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This paper utilizes a simple characterization of general equilibrium in a setting where indi-

viduals make personal decisions over their own identities and these choices affect social policy.

Using this model, I seek to examine several questions about identity and institutional design. What

effect does the composition of society, or social context, have on identity choices? What effect do

national and group prosperity have on identity choices? Cana well-designed institution entirely

eliminate the threat of ethnic conflict? Or conversely, can an institution be designed that will al-

ways incite ethnic conflict? And last, are there particular types of groups that an institution should

favor over others?

This last question is particularly important with respect to the model provided here because

any given institution will generically favor certain groups over others. This bias occurs in part

because legislative seats are not divisible, and in part because compromise over certain policy

dimensions may be impossible to achieve; different ideologies can be incompatible with each other.

An institutionally favored group may have greater numbers than others, higher levels of political

participation, greater financial resources, or stronger intensity of preference. Defined in terms of

such biases, a successful institution may be one that shapesgroup identities so that intergroup

conflict can be managed in a sustainable way.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the formalmodel of group identification

and political institutions. It also presents the equilibrium concept, which is inspired by the related

work of Shayo [13]. In this section I also present proofs of mixed and pure strategy equilibrium

existence under general conditions. Section 3 presents an application of the model to a setting in

which individuals face a trade-off between ethnic self-assertion and nationalistic identity. Section
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4 concludes.

2 The Model

In the formal model society contains a finite collection of social groups. Every individual belongs

to some subset of this collection of groups, but an individual may or may not choose to identify with

a group that he belongs to. Identification with a group implies that the individual defines himself

in terms of the group’s perceived characteristics, cares about the relative status of that group in

relation to certain other groups and enjoys resembling other members of his group. Individuals

make a cognitive choice over which social groups to identifywith. These choices over group

memberships affect the preferences of citizens, and thus affect any choice of social policy made by

society.

2.1 Citizens

SocietyN consists of a continuum of citizensi ∈ N , each indexed by a real number on the[0, 1]

interval. Given a fixed political institution (described inthe following section), society makes a

decision over a compact and convex policy spaceX ⊆ R
M with generic elementx ∈ X. Each

citizen i has a continuous and strictly quasiconcavematerial payoff functionπi : X → R, that

describes his personal preferences over the policy space. Citizen i has anideal point, pi ∈ X,

that maximizes his material payoff function. Ideal points are distributed overX according to a

probability density functionf , with cumulative density functionF .
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2.2 Groups and characteristics

Suppose that there are an exogenous and finite number of ways to describe an individual, and

that each description of an individual involves a particular characteristic. A characteristic is a

descriptive category that people may care about, and are able to compare themselves to others

along. Examples could include race, gender, income, religion, nationality, intelligence, or political

affiliation. LetC = {C1, ..., C|C|} be the set of all such characteristics, with generic elementC ∈ C.

Eachcharacteristicpartitions society into a finite collection of disjointgroups. If, for example,

C equals “gender,” thenC partitions society into two groups: man and woman. In this case,C =

{man, woman}. A simple society in which people are only categorized according to gender and na-

tionality could, for example, have characteristic setC = {{man, woman}, {natives, foreigners}}.

LetG be the collection of all groups, with generic elementg. Thus,G = ∪jCj . Groups are denoted

by two subscripts,j andk, with gjk being thekth group with characteristicj. Then, in the above

example,G = {g11, g12, g21, g22}, with g21 being “natives” (with characteristic “nationality”).

Let Gi ∈ ×jCj denote Playeri’s type. Playeri’s type consists of the collection of groups

that i is a member of. Note that an individual can only be a member of asingle group with any

given characteristic. So referring to the above example again, if Gi = {g11, g22} then individual

i’s type is “male foreigner.” It is not possible, however, forGi = {g21, g22} (or for i to be a native

foreigner). For ease of notation, lett be a generic type andT be the set of all types, witht ∈ T

andT = ×jCj.

This setup reflects the idea that every individual belongs toa particular set of groups, that these
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groups may be used to describe the individual on the basis of different characteristics, and that

individuals may identify more or less strongly with different groups. Consider, for example, a

person who is white, female, Jewish, Californian, and middle-class. This person may identify very

strongly with her Jewishness but not with her gender, race, social class or home state. The goal

of the following model is to formalize the question of how individuals choose their own identities

and to examine the role that political institutions may playin determining how individuals choose

to think of themselves.

2.3 Individual self-categorization and intergroup comparisons

An actionai ∈ Ai for individual i is a choice of identity, or self-categorization. Thus,i’s choice

setAi is defined asAi = Gi. Let A = G be the set of all possible actions. Individuals may

also choose varying levels of identification with several groups. Leti’s strategy spacebeΣi, the

set of all probability distributions overAi. A mixed strategy for playeri, σi, is an element of

Σi, with σi(ai) being the probability thatσi assigns to actionai. Note that while mixed strategies

are allowed in this framework, for much of the remainder of the paper I will focus solely on pure

strategy equilibria (i.e. instances in which individuals only identify with a single group).1 Let

1Non-degenerate mixed strategy equilibria to this game willexist, and so it is possible to interpret the model as one

in which individuals may identify more or less strongly withmultiple groups. I avoid this interpretation solely to make

the analysis of the game more transparent. While it is clear that many people strongly identify with multiple groups

in the real world, it should also be noted that in real-world settings intergroup judgments frequently revolve around a

single dimension of group differentiation. See [7], pp. 582-583.
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a : [0, 1] → A be apure strategy action profile, a function mapping the collection of individuals

into actions such thata(i) = ai. LetA be the set of all action profiles. Functionσ : [0, 1] → ΣA

is astrategy profile, with σ(i) = σi and (abusing notation slightly)ΣA being the set of probability

distributions overA. Σ is the set of all strategy profiles.

At any fixed policyx ∈ X, individuals receive utility from both policy outcomex and from

their choice of group identity,σi. Furthermore, individuals receive utility from an interaction

between these two variables, because any given policy outcome may affect different groups differ-

ently, and individuals care about the relative status of their group in relation to certain other groups.

Playeri’s payoff to strategyσi at a fixed policyx ∈ X is

∑

ai∈Ai

σi(ai)ui(πi(x), R(ai, x)).

R : A×X → R is therelative statusof identification withai given policyx. This term captures a

comparison of groupai with one or more other groupsthat share the same characteristic as group

ai. As an example, a person identifying with the group “women” would only evaluate her group in

relative to “men,” and not to “blacks,” “Christians,” “Americans,” etc. As above,πi is i’s material

payoff function. Utility is assumed to be continuous, strictly quasiconcave and increasing in both

arguments.

Finally, note that individual utility functions are only dependent upon policies and actions. At

a fixed policyx ∈ X and for each individuali ∈ N , ui is a function of both policyx and identity

choiceσi. To simplify notation it will be useful to think of utility asa function ofx andσi. Let

vi(x, σi) =
∑

ai∈Ai
σi(ai)ui(πi(x), R(ai, x)) be termed individuali’s subjective utility function.
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2.4 Political institutions

Political institutions in this model govern how the preferences of different societal groups are ag-

gregated into policy. If an institution favors one group over another, then the policy preferences of

members of the favored group are weighed more heavily in determining national policy. Intuitively,

we can think of an institutionally favored group as being more capable of winning legislative seats

(but once a legislature is chosen the preferences of each legislator count equally in determining

policy). The voting weight given to a group by a given institution can be a function of many

different factors, the most obvious of which is the electoral formula used within the institution.

However, other characteristics of a political institutioncan also affect proportionality; examples

include minimum electoral thresholds, district boundaries, ballot structure, voting and candidacy

requirements, and access to the media. Thus, political institutions are not necessarily equivalent to

electoral rules.

Formally, apolitical institutionconsists of two parts: aweighting functionρ and anaggregation

rule s. The weighting function represents the composition of a legislature with respect to the

various societal groups. The aggregation rule describes how the preferences of legislators are

aggregated into policy. Thus, the weighting function and aggregation rule represent two important

components of any political institution: the electoral system and the process of intra-legislative

bargaining.

Weighting functionρ is denotedρ = {(ρ1, ..., ρ|G|)}, where for allC ∈ C andg ∈ C, ρg > 0

and
∑

g∈C ρg = 1. Thus eachρ is a collection of probability distributions over each characteristic
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C ∈ C . LetP be the set of all weighting functions, withρ ∈ P. The termρj represents the voting

weight groupgj is given in the political institution’s determination of national policy relative to

other groups sharing the same characteristic. For example,if ρg =
R

i∈g
dF (pi)

P

h∈G

R

i∈h
dF (pi)

for all groupsg

then the system is completely proportional, in that the interests of each group are weighted exactly

in proportion to the group’s relative size: the legislativebody is a perfect microcosm of society.

Thus, if society is fifty percent female, thirty percent black and ten percent Christian then the

legislature would also be fifty percent female, thirty percent black, and ten percent Christian.

Aggregation rules translates the weighting functionρ and a strategy profileσ ∈ Σ into a

specific policy outcome.2 Thuss : P × Σ → X. Let S be the set of all aggregation rules. The

outcome induced by a given institution is denoteds(ρ, σ) ∈ X.

Note that a given political institution is not affected by actions taken by individuals. Thus,

an institution biases policy in favor of particular groups regardless of whether individuals choose

to identify with those groups or not. An example is the institutional norm in some countries of

staggering male and female candidates on party lists (a practice called “zipping”), in order to

ensure that a certain number of female candidates win seats.This institution can be regarded as

biasing policy outcomes toward the interests of women, regardless of whether women choose to

identify with “women” as a group, and regardless of what the preferences of women actually are.

2Aggregation rules actually translates a weighting function and the preferences of individuals (contingent upon a

prior choice of group identity or identities) into a policy outcome. Given this framework only strategies, and not utility

functions, are being varied; thus we can use a strategy profile to represent a profile of subjective utility functions.
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Because institutions are purposefully left abstract in themodel, it is useful to consider several

particular institutions and how they would work into the main existence theorems (Theorems 1

and 2) that follow in the next section. I will first define a class of institutions that I termweighted

median voter rules. For this definition I will assume that the policy space is thereal line and that

individuals have ideal pointspi ∈ R. When individuali chooses strategyσi then the policy that

maximizesi’s utility shifts to pointni = n(pi, σi) ∈ R.

Definition 1 Let ρ = (ρg1
, ..., ρg|G|

) be a weighting function. At strategy profileσ let fg(ni) be

the distribution of groupg voters’ utility-maximizing policies. Aweighted median voter ruleis an

institutionsm(ρ, σ) that satisfies the following:

sm(ρ, σ) = x such that
∫ x

−∞

1

|C|

∑

C∈C

∑

g∈C

ρgfg(ni)dni =
1

2
.

In words, a weighted median voter rule produces an outcome equal to the median of the distribution

of voter ideal policies, when the preferences of members of each group are weighted according to

ρ. We can interpret this institution as representing a parliamentary system in which each groupg

wins a percentageρg of legislative seats and legislative voting occurs throughmajority rule.

A simpler institution is the following form of direct election:

Definition 2 Letxg denote a policy corresponding to groupg ∈ G and letρ = (ρg1
, ..., ρg|G|

) be a

weighting function. Adirect electionis an institutionsd(ρ, σ) that produces the following outcome:

sd(ρ, σ) =
1

|C|

∑

C∈C

∑

g∈C

ρg

∫

i∈g

[

∑

ai∈Ai

σi(ai)xai

]

dFg(pi).
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Under a direct election a voter’s action corresponds to a choice of policy, xai
. In this case the

institution simply takes a weighted average of these choices. Choices of individuals are weighted

more or less heavily based on their group memberships.

An important difference between these institutions is how they treat the interaction between

individual actions and ideal pointspi. Under a weighted median voter rule, strategies and ideal

points are interacted in order to form new ideal points,ni. Under the direct election however, only

the individual’s action counts in the institution’s determination of policy.

Phrased differently, think of the following two institutions. The first is a median voter rule

that simply picks the ideal point of the median voter as an outcome (provided one exists). The

other is a plurality rule that picks the alternative receiving the most votes. In the former institution

information about the voters is utilized in making a policy determination (and no information about

actions is used because the voters take no action). In the latter only information about voter actions

is utilized. Voter-specific information is unnecessary forthe institution to work. This difference—

i.e. whether or not the institution utilizes voter-specificinformation in determining policy—will

be discussed in the following section, as it affects the potential equilibria of the model.

2.5 Equilibrium

The equilibrium concept is a variant ofsocial identity equilibrium, defined by Shayo [13]. At

equilibrium, people choose to associate with the group thatmaximizes their utility out of the set

of groups that they possiblycouldassociate with. When people associate with such groups, and

make decisions based upon their group identification, they still want to retain that group identifica-
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tion. Equilibrium is a collection of group identificationsσ∗ and a social policyx∗ that satisfy this

property. The following definition formalizes this idea.

At a given (s, ρ) ∈ S × P a social identity equilibriumis a social policyx∗ and collection of

identitiesσ∗ such that the following two conditions hold:

1. For alli ∈ N ′ ⊆ N , with
∫

i∈N ′ dF (pi) = 1, thenσ∗
i ∈ argmax

σi∈Σi

vi(x
∗, σi)

2. x∗ = s(ρ, σ∗).

The first condition says that in equilibrium no individual wants to deviate from his choice of group

identityσ∗
i at equilibrium policyx∗, except for possibly a set of individuals of measure zero. The

second condition implies that policyx∗ is a policy induced by institution(s, ρ) under strategy

profileσ∗.

The following theorem proves that there exists an equilibrium whenever institutions(ρ, σ) is

continuous in individual ideal points and individual strategies. Three additional conditions are also

needed.

Condition 1 For each player typet, ideal points are distributed according to an atomless proba-

bility densityft(pt) overX.

Condition 2 The joint distribution of individual ideal points by type iŝf(p1, ..., p|T |) =
∏

t ft(pt).

Condition 1 implies that there is a continuous probability distribution over the ideal points of indi-

viduals of a particular type. Condition 2 says that the idealpoints of individuals are independent

across types.
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Condition 3 Individual utility functions are of the same form for all individuals, so that there

exist functionsπ and u such that for eachi ∈ N , πi(x) = π(pi, x) and ui(πi(x), R(ai, x)) =

u(π(pi, x), R(ai, x)).

Theorem 1 When the institution is a continuous function of individualideal points and actions

then there exists a social identity equilibrium.

Proof: I will first prove existence for a different game of incomplete information with a finite

number of players. I will then show that equilibria of this game can be reinterpreted as equilibria

of my model.

Let the new set of players be denotedT ∪ q, whereT = {1, ..., |T |}, with generic player

t ∈ T . The institution is represented by a single non-strategic player, q. Thus, all individuals

of a particular type, as defined in Section 2.2, are now represented by a single playert. Each

playert ∈ T observes his ideal point,pt drawn from distributionft. After observing his own ideal

point, each player chooses an action inAt, whereAt denotes the collection of actions available to

individuals of typet. Playerq chooses an action inAq = X that is dependent on the strategies

chosen by eacht. An action profile is denoteda = (a1, ..., a|T |, aq).

As defined in [11], adistributional strategyfor a Playert is a joint densityµt overX × At for

which the marginal density ofX is ft. A collection of distributional strategies for each playerin T

is denotedµ = {µ1, ..., µ|T |}. A strategy for Playerq is simply a functionξ mapping eachµ into

X, whereξ is assumed to be continuous inµ.

From Conditions 1 and 2, each playert’s payoff depends on his own ideal point and the action
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profile in the following way:Ut : X ×A∪ Aq → R such thatUt(pt, a) = w(pt, aq, at). Playerq’s

payoff is constant:Uq = 0.

When the players adopt distributional strategies(µ1, ..., µ|T |, ξ) then the expected payoff to

Playert is:

EUt(pt, a) =

∫

X×A

w(pt, aq, at)dµ1...dµ|T |, (1)

whereaq = ξ(µ).

Let St be the set of Playert’s distributional strategies. Then an equilibrium is a fixedpoint in a

correspondenceC from
∏

t∈T St × X into itself, with:

C(µ, aq) = (argmax
µ′

1
∈S1

∫

X×A
w(p1, aq, a1)dµ−1dµ′

1, ..., argmax
µ′
|T |

∈S|T |

∫

X×A
w(p|T |, aq, a|T |)dµ−|T |dµ′

|T |, ξ(µ)).

Because the action spaces of playerst are finite (and thus compact), each player’s set of dis-

tributional strategiesSt is a tight set of probability measures. By Prohorov’s Theorem, the sets

of distributional strategies are compact with respect to the topology of weak convergence.3 They

are also convex, trivially. Similarly, the strategy space of Playerq is compact and convex by the

assumption thatX is compact and convex.

Also note thatEUt(pt, a) =
∫

X×A
w(pt, aq, at)dµ1...dµ|T | is linear (and thus quasiconcave) in

µt which implies that the players’ best response correspondences are convex-valued. Continuity

of the players’ utility functions implies that their best response correspondences are upper hemi-

contiunous. This, along with compactness of the strategy space, implies that the best response

correspondences are compact-valued. Functionξ is continuous (and hence upper hemi-continuous)

in µ by assumption. By Kakutani’s fixed point theorem, an equilibrium exists.
3See [4], page 240.
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Last, we must show that the equilibrium distributional strategies found in the modified game

correspond to equilibrium strategies of the original game.Let the functionw(pt, aq, at) equal

u(π(pt, aq), R(at, aq)) defined in Condition 3 and letµ∗ be a collection of equilibrium distribu-

tional strategies. For each typet ∈ T , and for alli ∈ t let σ∗
i = µ∗

t (·|pi), or µ∗
t conditional on ideal

point realizationpi. Suppose that for a collection of individuals of measure greater than zeroσ∗
i

is not a social identity equilibrium. Since there are a finitenumber of types this implies thatσ∗
i is

not a best response toσ∗
−i for a collection of individuals of typet with measure greater than zero.

However, this contradicts the fact thatµ∗
t was a best response for Playert in the modified game.

Thus,σ∗ is a social identity equilibrium.�

The next theorem proves that there exists an equilibrium in pure strategies when one additional

condition is met.

Condition 4 Institutions(ρ, a) depends solely on the actions taken by individuals, and not on the

distribution of individual ideal points.

Condition 4 says that the institution only utilizes the collection of individual identifications, and

not any other individual characteristics, when determining policy.

Theorem 2 When Conditions 1, 2 and 4 are met then there exists an equilibrium in pure strategies.

Proof: Consider the same modified game as used in the proof of Theorem1. A pure strategy in

distributional form for Playert, st, is a distributional strategyµt whose conditional distributions
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µt(·|pt) are point masses for each ideal pointpt. Pure strategyst is apurificationof the strategyµt

if two conditions hold. First, for almost everypt, st(·|pt) lies in the support ofµt(·|pt). Thus, ifµt

is a best response to a collection of distributional strategiesµ−t, thenst is also a best response to

µ−t. Second, for every playert′ 6= t, and every (n − 1)-tuple of strategiesµ−t, substitutingst for

µt preservest′’s expected payoff:EUt′(µ) = EUt′(σt, µ−t).

By Conditions 1 and 2 we know that players’ ideal points are independent and the distributions

of ideal points by type are atomless. We also know that the sets of distributional strategies are

compact with respect to the topology of weak convergence. Weknow that each player’s action set

is finite. Furthermore, players’ payoffs depend only on their own type and on the action profile,

by Condition 4. It follows from Dvoretzky, Wald and Wolfowitz’s Theorem 8.1 in [1] that every

distributional strategyµt has a purificationst. Since we established the existence of an equilibrium

in distributional strategies whens(ρ, a) is continuous, it follows that there exists a purification of

these strategies, and thus an equilibrium in pure strategies.

By the same argument in Theorem 1, it follows that there exists a pure strategy equilibriuma∗

of the original game.�

Continuity of the institution implies that the institutionmust be able to map distributional strategies

into a compact and convex set of policies. This excludes institutions that pick outcomes from a

finite set of alternatives (such as a collection of candidates, for example). Condition 4 implies that

in order to ensure the existence of a pure strategy equilibrium the institution may only consider the

distribution of voter actions, and may not consider which voters took what actions. This excludes
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institutions, such as the weighted median voter rule definedin Section 2.4, that take a combination

of voter ideal points and actions as an input. However, Condition 4 would permit an institution

such as the direct election defined in Section 2.4.

3 Inducing “Passive Nationalism”

Since the First World War, and following the collapse of the colonial empires in the mid-twentieth

century, the balance between ethnicity and state-buildinghas remained a primary concern of schol-

ars of ethnic conflict.[3] In this section I will examine a particular specification of this model

designed to address the issue of ethnic versus nationalistic identification. I assume that each

individual faces a choice between identifying with a particular ethnic group or with society as

a whole (interpreted as a “national” identity). Thus, society is characterized according toC =

{{g11, ..., g1k}, {g21}}, with C1 = {g11, ..., g1k} being characteristic “ethnicity” andC2 = {g21}

being characteristic “nationality.” It is assumed that each group is measurable with respect to the

ideal points of its members. All citizens are assumed to be ofthe same nationality. For ease of

notation, the group inC1 thati belongs to will be denotedgi, and the “nationality” group,g21, will

be denotedN . The figure below depicts an abstract partitioning of this particular society.

g
1 j-2

g
1 j+1

g
1 j+2

g
1 j

g
1 j-1

N

The policy space is assumed to be a closed and convex subset ofthe real lineX ⊂ R, and
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individuals are assumed to have quadratic material payoff functionsπi(x) = cgi
− (pi −x)2, where

pi is i’s ideal pointandcgi
is a positive constant.4 The termcgi

represents a material advantage had

by all members of groupgi, whether or not they choose to identify withgi. It will be used to capture

the fact that there may be intrinsic status differences across groups that are not policy related.

Letting αg denote the percentage of the population in groupg, I use the termc =
∑

g∈C1
αgcg

(the average material advantage of individuals) to represent “national wealth,” the average non

policy-related payoff given to a citizen of the nation.

Let µg(x) be the expected material payoff of a member of groupg when policyx is chosen:

µg(x) =
∫

i∈g
πi(x)dF (pi)/

∫

i∈g
dF (pi). Then for all groups inC1, relative status is the sum of

differences inµg across groups:R(g, x) =
∑

h∈C1,h 6=g µg − µh.

The status associated with choosing a “nationalistic” identity is the average payoff of society

as a whole:R(N, x) =
∫

i∈N
πi(x)dF (pi).

Last, utility functions are assumed to be additively separable: ∀ i ∈ N , ui(πi(x), R(ai, x)) =

πi(x) + γR(ai, x) with γ ∈ R+.

These assumptions have several useful implications. The first is that, at a givenx ∈ X, individuals

will choose to identify with groupg ∈ C1 if g ∈ Gi andR(g, x) > R(N, x), and will choose a

nationalistic identity ifR(g, x) < R(N, x). Thus, when two individualsi andi′ are members of

the same ethnic group (i.e.Gi = Gi′), then they will make the same choice of identification unless

4Note that an ideal point may not be theutility-maximizing policy for an individual; such a policy will depend

upon the individual’s choice of group identity.
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they are indifferent between the two choices. A second useful implication is that the relative status

of groupg ∈ C1, or R(g, x), is linear inx, and in particular

R(g, x) =
∑

h∈C1,h 6=g

[

cg − ch +

∫

i∈g
−(p2

i − 2xpi)dF (pi)
∫

i∈g
dF (pi)

−

∫

i∈h
−(p2

i − 2xpi)dF (pi)
∫

i∈h
dF (pi)

]

. (2)

This is a consequence of the quadratic specification ofπi, and implies that identification with a

particular subgroup simply shifts an individual’s utility-maximizing policy to either the right or

left of his ideal point by a fixed amount. Letpg denote the expected ideal point (or material payoff-

maximizing policy) of a member of groupg, so that

pg =

∫

i∈g
pidF (pi)

∫

i∈g
dF (pi)

.

Similarly, let

p2
g =

∫

i∈g
p2

i dF (pi)
∫

i∈g
dF (pi)

.

If an individual i identifies with groupg ∈ C1 his utility is maximized at policyx = pi +

γ
∑

h∈C1,h 6=g(pg − ph). If an individual chooses a nationalistic identity then hisutility is maxi-

mized at policyx = (pi + γpN)/1 + γ.

Note that the variance in the distribution of ideal points ofmembers of groupg, written σ2
g ,

equalsp2
g − (pg)

2. We can rewrite Equation 2 as

R(g, x) =
∑

h∈C1,h 6=g

[

cg − ch − (σ2
g + (pg)

2) + (σ2
h + (ph)

2) + 2x(pg − ph)

]

. (3)

The remainder of this section will focus on a particular typeof pure strategy social identity equi-

librium, which I term aconforming equilibrium. Hereafter the term “equilibrium” will refer to a

conforming equilibrium.
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Definition 3 A conforming equilibriumis a social identity equilibrium in which all individuals of

a particular type choose the same identification: for alli ∈ t, a∗
i = a∗

t for someat ∈ A.

Using Equation 3 we now get that if an equilibrium exists it can be characterized by the following:5

a∗
i =



















N if s(ρ, a∗) ∈
[

∑

h∈C1,h 6=g

(ph − pg) + pN − K,
∑

h∈C1,h 6=g

(ph − pg) + pN + K
]

gi otherwise,

(4)

where

K =

√

[

∑

h∈C1,h 6=g

(pg − ph) − pN

]2
−

[

p2

N − c + σ2

N +
∑

h∈C1,h 6=g

(

(cg − ch) − (σ2
g + p2

g) + (σ2

h + p2

h)
)]

.

3.1 Comparative Statics of Ethnic Identification

This section examines the dynamics of individual identity choice in the absence of any specific

institutional assumption. Leaving institutions abstractenables us to assess the feasibility of certain

types of equilibria under any institution. The following observations follow immediately from

this specification of the model, and show that the parameterization of society (in terms of the

means, variances, sizes, and wealth of the existing groups)will affect the types of equilibria that

are possible. For example, under certain parameter values it will be impossible to induce an “all

nationalistic” equilibrium underanypolitical institution.

Observation 1 It is always possible to induce an equilibrium in whichai = gi for all i ∈ N (an

“all-ethnic” equilibrium) provided that the policy space is large enough.

5Note that this equilibrium condition assumes that when individuals are indifferent they identify nationally.
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To see this, note that all members of a group will choose an ethnic identity if policy is outside of a

closed and bounded interval of the real line. Since there area finite number of groups there is an

upper and lower bound of the real line beyond which all groupswill pursue an ethnic identity. If one

of these bounds lies within the policy space then an ethnic equilibrium can always be induced by

fixing policy beyond that bound. This observation reflects the idea that if policy is unresponsive to

the preferences of voters and extreme enough (in the sense ofhurting all groups) then all individuals

will identify ethnically. This could occur, for example, asthe result of a negative political or

economic shock such as a famine, war, or the rise of a tyrannical dictator. The observation is

consistent with recent work by Brancati and Bhavnani [5] whoshow that natural disasters create

and intensify and within-state conflicts.

Observation 2 Individuals will be more likely to identify with their ethnic group as it becomes

more homogenous, and as its rival groups become less homogenous (with homogeneity defined in

terms of variance).

This observation follows immediately from the equilibriumconditions defined in Equation 4. The

interval of policies at which an individuali will identify nationally shrinks as the variance of group

gi decreases and shrinks as the variance of competing groups increases, ceteris paribus.6 This

observation does not depend specifically on quadratic material payoff functions, but does depend

6When showing this it is necessary to recall thatσ2

N =
∑

g∈C1
[αg(σ

2
g + (pg)

2)] + (
∑

g∈C1
αgpg)

2, with αg being

the fraction of the population in groupg. This is because the total distribution of ideal points is a mixture of the group

distributions.
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on the concavity of these functions in ideal pointspi.7 With general concave functions then group

homogeneity must be defined in terms of second order stochastic dominance for this observation

to hold generally: it follows directly from the definition ofa mean-preserving spread and Jensen’s

inequality.
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R
=1 σ2

L
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R
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R
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Figure 1: Ethnic identification as the variance of Group R increases

Figure 1 depicts a situation in which there are two ethnic groups,L andR of the same size.

The ideal points of members of both groups are distributed normally, with GroupL having mean

pL = −1 and GroupR having meanpR = 1. The figure shows the intervals of policies at which

each group will identify nationally while varying the variance ofR. As σ2
R increases, there are

more policies at which members ofR will identify nationally, and fewer policies at which mem-

bers ofL will identify nationally. The darkly shaded regions represent intersections of the groups’

7The assumption that material payoffπi is concave inpi may seem strange because it is typically assumed that

utility is instead concave in policyx. However, ifπi is symmetric inpi andx (i.e. is invariant to permutations ofpi

andx) then concavity inpi implies concavity inx. This symmetry will hold when, for example, utility is a function of

the distance betweenpi andx, because every distance function is symmetric.
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nationalistic identification intervals—policies at whichmembers of both groups will identify na-

tionally.

Observation 2 is also consistent with the social psychologyliterature, and in particular social

identity theory, which posits that individuals value groupidentification more highly the more simi-

lar they are to other members of their group [14]. It could also be loosely interpreted as explaining

the persistent finding that identification is less likely in large groups. Although there is no strategic

behavior in this model, this observation also has interesting implications that could be applied to

more strategic settings. It suggests that under certain circumstances groups may have an incentive

to pretend that they are more cohesive than they actually are.

Observation 3 When groups are not too dissimilar in material advantage then an increase in

national wealth decreases the likelihood that members of all groups will identify ethnically. When

groups are very dissimilar then the effect of national wealth is ambiguous.

Recall that the material advantage of groupg, cg, is simply an additive constant in the material

payoff functions of all members of groupg. National wealth is the average of these terms:c =

∑

g∈C1
αgcg. It is clear from Equation 4 that ifcg = ch for all g, h ∈ C1 then the interval of policies

at which individuali will identify nationally increases asc increases. Because of the continuity of

this interval incg andch, this interval will still be increasing inc whencg andch are close for all

g, h ∈ C1.

Figure 2 depicts the effect of increasing national wealth (c = 1
2
cL + 1

2
cR) in two cases. Again,

both groups are distributed normally withpL = −1, pR = 1, andσ2
L = σ2

R = 1. The left graph
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Figure 2: Increasing national wealth when groups are equally

advantaged (cR = cL) and unequally advantaged (cR = 4cL)

shows the effect of an increase inc when the material advantage of both groups is the same. The

right graph shows the effect of increasingc when the material advantage ofR is four times that of

L.8 In the former case the interval of policies at which each group identifies nationally is always

increasing inc. In the latter case this interval is increasing forL and decreasing forR. Ultimately,

for a high enoughc this interval will disappear completely for groupR.

It is not difficult to precisely characterize how different these material advantage terms can

be for an increase in national wealth to reduce the likelihood of ethnic identification for all indi-

viduals. For example, suppose there are two groupsg andh and thatcg = β ∗ ch, whereβ is a

positive constant. Letα be the fraction of individuals ing and1 − α be the fraction inh. Then

increasingc will increase the range of policies at whichall individuals identify nationally when-

everβ ∈ [ α
1+α

, 2−α
1−α

]. This observation suggests that, in addition to utilizing political institutions as

8In particular, whenc = 0 thencL = cR = 0, whenc = 2 thencL = 4

5
andcR = 16

5
and whenc = 4 thencL = 8

5

andcR = 32

5
.
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a means of promoting non-ethnic identification, it may also be beneficial to design economic insti-

tutions that equalize material advantage across groups andthat increase the material advantage of

all citizens. However, if ethnic groups are too unequal in their material advantage then increasing

the overall wealth of the nation may actually incite ethnic identification. Thus, the effect of wealth

on ethnic identification will vary depending on wealth inequality across groups.

3.2 Institutional Design

Using some of the intuition gained from the previous sectionwe can characterize certain desirable

properties of institutions in terms of the policies they produce. The particular property I will focus

on is the robustness of individual identifications to policyshocks. For example, if an equilibrium is

possible in which all individuals identify nationally we may want to ensure that we can stay at that

equilibrium even if there is a small, exogenous shock to policy. The following informal definition

of asocial pointcaptures this idea.

Definition 4 Suppose that there exists an equilibrium in whichai = N for all i. Then thesocial

point is a policyx∗ that maximizes the distance that policy would need to shift before an individual

would deviate to strategyai = gi.

In terms of the figures presented in the previous section, thesocial point is the midpoint of the

interval of policies on which all groups choose to identify nationally. The following example

depicts the social point along with the set of equilibrium policies produced by every possible

weighted median voter rule in a two-group setting.
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Example 1 Equilibrium under a weighted median voter rule

Figure 3 depicts the equilibrium policy and action profile for all possible weighted median voter

rules when there are two ethnic groups of the same size,L andR.

1

-1 2-2 1

Voting weight

of Group L

ρ
L

Equilibrium

policy x*

Equilibrium

actions

a*=(L, N)

Equilibrium

actions

a*=(N, R)

Equilibrium

actions

a*=(N, N)

0

Social Point

x=.17, ρ
L
=.44

Figure 3: Equilibrium with two groups of unequal variance

Both groups are distributed normally, with meanspL = −1 andpR = 1. GroupL has variance

σ2
L = 0.2 and GroupR has varianceσ2

R = 1 Each group has the same material advantage (c = 4)

and places a weight on relative status equal toγ = 0.5. They−axis varies the voting weight given

to GroupL by the weighted median voter rule. Thex−axis is the policy outcome. The graph

shows, for each voting weightρL, the equilibrium action profile and policy induced by that action

profile. For example, whenρL = 0 then two equilibria are possible: one in which both groups

identify nationally and the policy isx = 2
3

and another in whichL identifies nationally andR
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identifies ethnically, and the policy isx = 2.

For ρL ≤ 2
3

two equilibria are almost always possible: when0 ≥ ρL < 1
2

then both(N, N)

and (N, R) are equilibrium profiles, and when1
2

< ρL ≤ 2
3

then both(N, N) and (L, N) are

equilibrium action profiles. WhenρL > 2
3

the unique equilibrium action profile is(L, N). The

social point occurs atx ≈ 0.17 andρL ≈ 0.44 under an(N, N) equilibrium action profile. Note

that the institution will favor GroupR at this policy because the variance of GroupR is greater

than the variance of GroupL. In fact, the results from the previous section can be reinterpreted

in terms of the social point and the weighted median voter rule that induces it, as the following

observation demonstrates.

Observation 4 In a two-group setting, a weighted median voter rule that induces the social point

will favor heterogeneous groups over homogeneous ones and poor groups over wealthy ones.

This observation follows immediately from Observations 2 and 3 and the fact that at any(N, N)

equilibrium policy outcomex is increasing inρR (the voting weight given to GroupR) and de-

creasing inρL. The interval of policies at which groupg identifies nationally is always centered

at ph − pg + pN . Therefore, increasing the variance of GroupR, for example, will shift the social

point away frompL, as Figure 1 showed. This shift will correspond to a higher voting weightρR

given to GroupR.

To see that the institution will favor poor groups over wealthy groups it is useful to note that

if L andR have the same variance (i.e.σ2
L = σ2

R) and are the same size then the size of the
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interval of policies at which each group will choose to identify differs only in thecR andcL terms.9

The interval of policies at which GroupR, for example, will identify nationally is smaller than

the interval at which GroupL will identify nationally if and only if cR > cL. Thus, wealthier

groups have smaller intervals on which they will identify nationally, and this will shift the social

point towards the mean of the poorer group. Again, this shiftwill correspond to the poorer group

receiving a voting weight greater than1
2
, even though both groups are of the same size.

Last, I will briefly discuss the problem of equilibrium selection in this model. To refer back to Ex-

ample 3, note that while a weighted median voter rule withρL ≈ 0.44 can induce the social point as

a policy outcome it can also induce a different equilibrium:action profile(N, R) and equilibrium

policy x ≈ 1.75. Thus, the question of equilibrium selection is important because even simple

specifications of the model can generate multiple equilibria. The multiplicity of equilibria may be

one explanation for a number of inconsistent findings in studies on the effect of ethnic context on

group conflict and prejudice. V. O. Key’s “threat hypothesis” [9] predicts that large concentrations

of ethnic minorities inspire hostility and prejudice amongmembers of a dominant group by threat-

ening competition for scarce resources. Alternatively, Allport’s “contact hypotheses” [2] predicts

the opposite: that increased contact between groups reduces inter-group tension and conflict by

breaking down ingrained stereotypes. Cain, Citrin and Wong[6] argue that the mixed support for

both hypotheses may reflect the fact that racial attitudes appear to be more a product of the social

9Seeing this is not immediately transparent from the equilibrium conditions outlined in Equation 4. It requires

expanding out thepg andph terms in the definition ofK following Equation 4, and lettingpN = 1

2
pg + 1

2
ph.
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and political backgrounds of individuals rather than the ethnic composition of their communities.

This paper makes a different observation: the mixed supportfor both hypotheses may occur be-

cause the identity choices of individuals depend on an interaction between context (modeled as the

composition of groups within society) and political outcomes (modeled as current policy). Looking

at equilibria solely as a function of context will often not yield a unique prediction in this model.

4 Conclusions

In this paper I presented a formal model of the relationship between political institutions and eth-

nic identification and conflict, taking ethnicity to be a strategic choice. I first examined how the

composition of groups within society, or social context, affects choices of ethnic identification. I

obtained several results that are consistent with previousfindings: individuals are more likely to

identify with a group as the group becomes more homogeneous,and are less likely to identify

with the state as policy becomes more extreme (relative to the preferences of individuals within

society). I also found that the effect of national prosperity is ambiguous; when groups are simi-

larly wealthy then increasing the wealth of the nation increases the likelihood that individuals will

identify nationalistically. However, when groups are veryunequal then increasing national wealth

may actually increase the likelihood of ethnic identification.

I also examined several questions in institutional design.I found that it is always possible

to design an institution that will induce ethnic conflict, while it is not always possible to induce

nationalistic identification. However, the results suggest that other mechanisms exist to suppress
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ethnic conflict: a combination of foreign investment and monetary transfers may be capable of

inducing nationalistic identification in settings where political institutions cannot. However, if

the foreign investment is unequally distributed or unsustainable then any benefits may only be

temporary.

Last, the results suggest that if an institutional goal is toinduce an equilibrium in which individ-

uals choose to identify with the state rather than along ethnic lines, then a well-designed institution

will favor heterogeneous groups over homogeneous groups and poor groups over wealthy ones. A

“favored” group in this model is a group that is more capable of winning legislative seats.

The problem of equilibrium selection remains an important consideration because the model

can generate a multiplicity of equilibria, even in simple environments. Potential avenues for future

research include incorporating strategic players into themodel as a means of refining the set of

equilibria. Examples of such players could include one or more political actors seeking to incite or

quell ethnic conflict (as in Posner [12]), or a government seeking to reduce racial or ethnic disparity

through the use of affirmative action or monetary transfers.
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